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The non-commuting random variables in the title can be illustrated by 
the following example. 
Let G be the (non-commutative) free group on two generators and let ~1, 
(j= 1, 2) be the unitaries in I’(G) corresponding to left translation by the 
generators and consider < E I’(G) the function t(g) = &,,. Further, let A’, be 
operators of the form X, = cp,( u,). The operators X, may be viewed as “ran- 
dom variables” with moments (Xf<, t), or equivalently with distributions 
given by the analytic functionals p,, where p,(.f’) = (.f(X,) <, <). With these 
conventions, the distribution of X, + X, depends only on the distributions 
of X, and X, and the aim of the present paper is to explicate this 
relationship. This may be viewed as a non-commutative analogue of the 
addition of independent random variables. Indeed if G in the above exam- 
ple is replaced by the abelian free group on two generators, then we have 
precisely the usual situation of independent random variables for which 
addition means convolution of the distributions. 
In [ 111, where we began the study of this kind of non-commutative 
independence of random variables, we constructed a certain functor from 
real Hilbert spaces and contractions to operator algebras with specified 
trace states and unital completely positive maps. This functor may be 
regarded as the analogue in our non-commutative framework of the 
functor which associates to a real Hilbert space the L’-algebra with 
respect o the gaussian measure on it with the trace state corresponding to 
this measure. Related to this we also obtained the corresponding central 
limit theorem, the limit distribution being a semiellipse law. 
In the commutative situation, addition of random variables corresponds 
to convolution of distributions, which in turn corresponds to addition of 
the logarithms of their Fourier transforms (near the origin). In the present 
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paper we exhibit the analogue of the logarithm of the Fourier transform for 
our non-commutative situation. It is obtained in a rather different way. For 
the distribution p of a random variable consider its Cauchy transform 
G(z)=/% 
G(z)=z-'+m,z-2+m2z-3+ . . . . 
where the m, are the moments of the random variable. Then there is a 
series 
@4z) = R,(p) + R2(p) z + R3(p) z2 + ... 
such that for 
K(z)=z+9p(z-‘) 
we have 
The series BP(Z) is the analogue of the logarithm of the Fourier trans- 
form. Thus if p,, p2, ,u3 are the distributions of X,, Xz and X, + X2 in the 
example given at the beginning, then we have 
%3(z) =%4(z) + m*(=). 
This then gives the possibility of computing the Cauchy transform of ,u~ 
and then pS itself. 
If our non-commutative random variables are self-adjoint then their dis- 
tributions are probability measures on R. We study also the analogue of 
infinitely divisible measures and of semigroups. We prove that infinite 
divisibility of ~1 in the present framework is equivalent to the requirement 
that 9p(z) have real coefficients and an analytic continuation to the upper 
half plane such that 
Im z > 0 * Im BP(Z) 2 0. 
For a semigroup of measures (,u,),~~ let G(z, t) be the Cauchy transform of 
CL,. Then G(z, t) satisfies a quasi-linear equation of the conservation law 
type 
where cp = 9~~. This equation may be interpreted as a system of two quasi- 
linear equations for per and its Hilbert transform. 
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The paper has four sections. Section 1 is devoted to preliminary material. 
In Section 2 we obtain our main result concerning the series 9~ which 
gives the solution of the addition problem. Section 3 contains various 
results concerning the addition we are studying in the self-adjoint case; i.e., 
the distributions are probability measures on R. Section 4 deals with 
infinite divisibility and semigroups. 
I 
This section contains preliminaries concerning free families of non-com- 
mutative random variables. Reduced C*-algebraic free products, though 
conceptually related, are not included here; their role is reduced to a 
minimum in the present paper. 
We begin by recalling, in a slightly adapted version, facts from Section 4 
of [IO]. 
Let (A, cp) be a unital algebra over c together with a specified state cp 
(i.e., a linear functional cp: A -+ @ such that cp( 1) = 1). An element a E A will 
be viewed as a “random variable” the “distribution” of which is the 
functional pU: a3[X] +C given by p,(l)= 1, ~,(X)=(p(a”). If A is a 
Banach algebra and cp is continuous then p, extends to an analytic 
functional such that pa(f) = cp(.f(a)), whereJ‘is a holomorphic function on 
@. If A is a C*-algebra and cp is a C*-algebraic state (i.e., cp is also positive) 
then for self-adjoint a, the distribution p,, is a probability measure on R 
with compact support. 
1.1. DEFrNITtoN [ll]. Let (A, cp) be a unital algebra over @ with 
specified state cp and let 1 E A, c A (i E I) be subalgebras. The family (.4,), F, 
will be called free if 
cp(Q,Q, ~.~a,)=0 
whenever a, E A,, with i, # i2 # . ’ ’ # i, and 0 = ~(a,) for 1 <j < n. A family 
of subsets X, c A (elements a, E A) will be called free if the family of sub- 
algebras A, generated by { 1) u X, (respectively { 1, a, i- ) is free. 
1.2. PROPOSITION [ 111. If (a, 6) is a free pair of elements of (A, cp j
then &+b depends o&y on ,u, and ,ub. There are universal polynomials with 
integer coefficients P,(x, ,..., s,, y, ,..., y,,) such that, assigning degree j to .Y, 
and yl, we have 
(i ) P,, is homogeneous of degree n in the I and v variables taken 
together; 
tii) kh+b(~)= p,&(~),-., k(x”)? dX)r-r pb(~))i 
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(iii) P,(x, ,..., x,, y1 ,..., y,) = P,(y, ,..., y,, x1 ,..., x,); 
(iv) L’= {t: c[X] + @ 1 l( 1) = 1, l linear} is an abehan groupfor the 
operation 
(5 q ylNJ3 = pn(5(n..., 5(x”), ~(n..., 4x”)). 
1.3. PROPOSITION. There are universal polynomials R,(x, ,..., x,), such 
that considering x, as having degree j, we have 
(i) R, is homogeneous of degree n; 
(ii) R,(x, ,..., x,) = x, + B,(x, ,..., -Y,* _ , ) 
(iii) R,((C q rl)(W,..., (t •6 yl)(Xn)) = R,(5(W,..., t-(X”)) + 
R,(rl(JfL II(~)). 
The polynomials R, satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) are unique. 
Proof Excepting the uniqueness statement the proposition coincides 
with Proposition 4.4 of [ 111. 
If K,, are some other polynomials satisfying (i)-(iii), then there are 
polynomials H,(x, ,..., x,), homogeneous of degree n such that 
R, = H,,(R,,..., R,,) 
and 
HAY , ,..., x,,) = x,, + Eqx, ,..., x, ~ ,). 
Then (iii) implies that H,, is linear, so that H,,(x, ,..., s,) = s,,. Q.E.D. 
For a linear functional 5: C[X] + @ with <( 1) = 1, we write R,,(t) for 
R,(tlW,..., t(J3). 
Note that if <, n extend to analytic fiuntionals, then < El3 n also extends to 
an analytic functional. Indeed if 5, r] are analytic then it is easily seen that 
we can find C*-algebras with specified states (A-, (p/) (j= 1,2) and elements 
a,E A, such that 5 =p,,, ye =pOz and forming the reduced free product 
(A,, cp,)* (A,, cpz) (see 111, Sect. 11) we have t 83 ~=IG,,(~,)+~~~~~~, which 
is an analytic functional. 
Similarly, considering self-adjoint elements it is easily seen that if <, ye 
extend to compactly supported probability measures on Iw then < EI3 n also 
extends to a compactly supported probability measure on [w. 
The operation EEI for analytic functionals or compactI?, supported 
probability measures on Iw will be called free convolution, abbreviated 
F-convolution. 
Let us also recall some facts about a certain extension of the Cuntz 
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algebra fi,, (see [S, 10, 9, 71). As in [7] this extension may be realized on 
the full Fock space 
where H,, is an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space with an orthonormal 
basis e, ,..., e,. The algebra we are interested in is the P-algebra rf’,, 
generated by the left creation operators I, ( 1 < j d rz) 
Consider also the state E,, on &,,, given by 
e,,(X)= (Xl, l)=Tr(X(Z-/,I:- ... -I,,/,*)), 
As explained in [ll, Sect. 21 or [2] the pair (&, E,,) may be viewed as the 
reduced free product of n copies of (8,) E,). This implies that a ,famil> 
01 . . . . . a,,, where a, E C*(f,) c f$ is free in (G,,, E,,). 
2 
In this section we obtain our main result concerning the addition 
problem. We first exhibit certain Toeplitz operators for which the addition 
takes a particularly simply form. We solve the addition problem by 
showing how one finds such a Toeplitz operator, given its distribution. 
We use throughout the definitions and notations iniroduced in Section I. 
2.1. LEMMA. In (g,,,. E,,) the “random variable” 
where only a finite number of CI,, li are non-zero, has the same distributions 
us 
Proof: We have to show that E,( x”) = E,,( I”“) for all m > 0. This can be 
seen as follows. Note first that &,(I,, . . ~/,P/~-~.I~)=O whenever p+q>O 
and E,(Z) = 1. With this in mind, after expanding X”’ and I’” our assertion 
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follows from the following remark. Consider cl . . . p, where the symbols 
o, designate either the exponent 1 or the symbol * of the adjoint. Then, 
replacing each I? by some I, if W, = 1 and by (,T + ... + f,*) if W, = *, it is 
easily seen that ~,(I;01 --. 12) is left unchanged by these replacements. 
Q.E.D. 
2.2. COROLLARY. Consider in (&, Q) the “random variables” 
w 
x,=1:+ c Q+,f/f 
k=O 
x,=/F+ f (ak+,+flk+I)$r 
k=O 
where only a finite number of uk, j3k are non-zero, Then the pair X,, X, is 
free and X, + X2 has the same distribution as X3. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Consider in (gI, cl) the “random variable” 
k=O 
where only a finite number of elk’s are non-zero. Then we have 
where R, is the poQnomia1 defined in Proposition 1.3. 
Proof: Expanding 6,(X’) it is easily seen that 
4W) = &(~I,..., %I, 
where E, is homogeneous of degree n when aJ is assigned degree j and 
&,(a, ,..., a,) = a, + E,(al ,..., a, - 1). 
This implies R&x) = Fn(a, >..., an), where F,(a, ,..., a,) = a, + 
J-“‘,(a I ,..., a,- i) is homogeneous of degree n. By Corollary 2.2, F,, is a linear 
function of a ,,..., a, so that R,(p,) = a,,. Q.E.D. 
2.4. Remark. The finiteness assumptions for the sums appearing in 
Lemma 2.1, Corollary, 2.2, and Proposition 2.3 are inessential. In fact one 
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may replace (8, E,) by (zn, EC,,), where & is the algebra of formal series of 
the form 
and E,,(S) = /I. Then in (&. El,,) the statements of Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.2. 
and Proposition 2.3 hold without any finiteness assumption. Indeed the 
m th moment of 
depends only on M and a,, ,I with k f m. 
Proposition 2.3 shows that the connection between the moments of a 
“random variable” and the polynomials R,, in these moments is the same as 
the connection between the moments of the “random variable” X, con- 
sidered there, and the numbers ak. Thus our next task will be to find for- 
mulae for the moments of X. 
2.5. LEMMA. Consider in (8,) E, ) the “random variable” 
X=1:+ f ak+,ft, 
lihere onI\? a finite number of ak’s are non-zero. Then we haz!e 
where Resfco denotes the residue at :ero. Moreooer the same result holds 
also in (&, E,) without the finiteness condition on the xk’s. 
Pro@ We have 
e,(X”‘)=Tr(X”)=Tr(~[f~, /,])=Tr(Xm[X, /,])=A Tr [Xm+‘, I,]. 
Using the Helton-Howe formula [8, 31 with the Jacobian written with 
respect to r, ? Instead of ?I, ~9 we have 
=- 1 
2ni s 
(2+ f(z))” d1 A d?, 
I=1 c I 
where f( I ) = C,“= o $ + , zk. 
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-(d+c?) --& (F+f(z))“+’ dz 
> 
= (?+f(z))“‘dz A d? 
it follows that 
(f+f(z))“‘+’ dz 
For the more general result in (&, Z,) note that both &,(A?‘) and 
Res,,,(l/(m + l))(z-’ +f(z))“” depend only on IX,,..., a,,, so that the 
result in (8,) 8,) follows from the one already obtained. Q.E.D. 
2.6. COROLLARY. For the “rundom variable” 
% 
X=1:+ 1 a,+,I: 
k=O 
in (c?,;, El,) we have 
E,(P) = c n,!... 
m! a”l . . . a”m 
n,! (m+l-n,- ... -II,,,)! ’ “” N, + 2nz + + In,,, = m 
Equivalently: we have 
X,= c t?l! 
n, + 2NZ + + mn, = m n,!...n f(nz+ 1 -n,- ... m’ - n,V 
n, 2 0 
x (R,(x, ))“’ . . . (R,(x, )..., .u,n))““‘. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.5 we have 
1 ,,I + I 
Z,(Xm)=Res-2 pm-’ 
m + 1 > 
and the formula for g,(Y) follows from the multinomial theorem. The 
second assertion follows from Proposition 2.3. Remark 2.4, and 
Proposition 1.3. Q.E.D. 
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2.7. Remark. The coefficients m!/(n,! ... n,,,!(m + I -n, - ... -nrrl)! 1 
are integral, since the coefficient of CC; . . . or;; in a,( Y ) is clearly an integer. 
Moreover this actually implies that R,,,(x, ,..., s,,) is also a polynomial with 
integer coefficients. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let 
x=1:+ f a,+,l;Et;, 
k=O 
and let 
F(z)= i a,? 
k=O 
be a pow,er series with radius of convergence p. Assume p > (/ X(( and let 
O<S< 1 be such that (1 -6)-l-(1 --6)<p- (1X(1. Then \tle hare 
Proof: By the basic facts on Toeplitz operators (see [6]) the power 
series CrZ0 c++ rzk converges in the open unit disk to a holomorphic 
function having a continuous extension A(,-) to the closed unit disk. 
Moreover we have 
IIXII = sup I=+ A(=)1 
171 =I 
and 
sup /I~‘+A(z)(= sup \(I-6) ~‘5+.4(:)1 
111 = I J I:1 = I --d 
< ((l-6))‘-(l-6))+ sup If+A(z)l 
I-1 = I - 6 
< ((l-s)PL-(l-6))+ IIXI( -Cp 
since Z + A(z) is harmonic. 
If F is a polynomial, the equality to be established is an immediate con- 
sequence of Lemma 2.5. Our assertion for general F is obtained by con- 
sidering a sequence of polynomials which converge uniformly to F on com- 
pact subsets of the open disk of radius p. Q.E.D. 
2.9. THEOREM. Consider the formal series 
G(=)=--‘+ f g,=-‘-’ 
, _ , 
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H(z)=z+ f hjz-’ 
J=n 
be such that G(z) H(z) = 1 and let 
K(z)=z+ -f kjz-‘+’ 
J=I 
be such that H( K(z)) = z. Then we have 
kJ = R,( g, v..*t gJ )3 
where RJ are the polynomials defined in Proposition 1.3. 
ProoJ: It is easily seen that h, and k, depend only on a finite number of 
g,‘s. Hence it will be sufficient to prove the theorem only for a restricted 
class of power series, provided that for every n 3 1, given g, ,..., g,, there is 
a series G(z) in this class with the given first n coefficients. Thus it will suf- 
fice to prove the theorem for 
G(z)=E,((z-X)-I), 
where 
Indeed, gJ = sl(XJ) and c(r ,..., a, can be determined so that g, ,..., g, have the 
prescribed values. 
Let ItI > ((XII. We use Corollary 2.8 with F(z)=In([-z) = In i + 
ln( 1 -[-‘z), where In c has been chosen arbitrarily among the possible 
values, while ln(1 -[-‘z) is defined for Jzj < IQ and equals 0 at the origin. 
Thus, if0<6<1 is such that (l-b)-‘-(1-6)<(rl-)lXJI then we have 
;-I+ f ak+,zk dz. 
k=O 
Let O</?< 1 be such that z-’ + C& ak+ rzk be an analytic isomorphism 
of the disk (z I 1.~1 <p} onto some neighborhood V of ccj. Assuming 
IQ > llX[l + B-’ -/I we choose S > 1 - fi and consider Tc V the image of 
the circle {z I (zl = 1-S) under this isomorphism. Define K by 
K(z-‘)=z-‘+ f k c$+,z. 
k=O 
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The inverse of z-+ K(z-‘) is then G(z)= l/H(z), where H(z) is the 
inverse of K(z). We have 
I 
5 
G(=) v =- - 
27ci [.+;d--=G(4) 
(the final application of the Cauchy formula being for the part of V boun- 
ded by f, which contains iyj and [ when lij is sufficiently large). Thus for 
the corresponding G(z) is 
E,(([-A--‘)=[-‘+ c &,(A-‘);-‘-’ 
,=I 
and since cx, = R,(E ,( X) ,..., c ,( Xl)) our assertion follow. QED. 
2.10. DEFINITION. If p is the distribution of some random variable, then 
the series 
.%/i(z) = f R,,, ,(p) ?’ 
,I = n 
is called the R-series of p. 
Theorem 2.9 provides a way of computing the R-series of p from the 
series 
G(z)=;--’ + f p(P)Z-n-‘. 
J=k 
Indeed with the notations of the theorem we then have 
&?/A(Z) =K(z- ’ ) - 2-l. This also solves the problem of computing p, EE pz. 
In fact if G,, H,, K, are the corresponding series for pJ (j= 1. 2) then we 
can find BP,(Z) and hence also 
wh q h)(z) = a(4 + m=). 
The K-series of p, EE p’z is then 
K(z)=z+S'(p, q p,)(z -') 
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so that, again applying the theorem, we can find 
G(z)=z-‘+ f (,a, E3 p2)(x”)z-‘-I. 
J=l 
If p is an analytic functional, the corresponding G-series is the Cauchy 
transform 
G(z)=,%. 
If p is a compactly supported probability measure on [w the computation 
of p from G amounts to solving a moment problem. 
3 
This section is a collection of various facts concerning the F-convolution 
and the R-series of compactly supported probability measures on [w. Part 
of this material serves as a preparation for the next section. 
By 9 we denote the set of probability measures on [w with compact sup- 
port. For p ~9 we denote by M(p) and m(p) the least upper bound and 
respectively the largest lower bound of the support of ,u. Then 
d(p) = M(,u) - m(p) is the diameter of the support of ,u. Recall also that 
R2(~)=j~~2~~(~~)-(j~~~(~))2. 
With respect to F-convolution 9 is a semigroup and 
%= (~9 I Rh4=0) is a subsemigroup. Note also that ~1 q 6, as for 
the usual convolution is the corresponding translate of p. 99 and 9Y0 will 
denote the sets of R-series of measures from 9 and respectively &,. 
The following two lemmas give estimates for the supports of F-con- 
volutions. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let p,, p2 E 8. We have 
ProofY (i) Let (A, cp) be the von Neumann factor generated by the left 
regular representation of the free group on two generators G together with 
its trace. Let U, (j= 1, 2) be the canonical unitaries generating A and let 
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X, = Xy E (~4,)” be such that p x, = p, (j= 1, 2). Since cc, is faithful M(p,) and 
M(pr q p2) coincide with the least upper bounds of the spectra of X, and 
respectively X, + X2. 
Let G, c G denote the subgroup generated by the first generator and let 
5 E 1*(G) be the function t(g) = 6,,. Since (u,)” has no minimal projections 
we can find qk~12(Gl)c12(G) such that ~~~,~~=l.lim,,, (~~,t)=Oand 
lim k-x (X,~kr~k)=SUP~(XI)=M(~L). 
Since qk E I’(G,) we have 
This gives 
For the other inequality it suffices to replace X, by -A’,. 
(ii) The lower bound for d(p, q p2) follows from (i). The upper 
bound, with the notations of (i), is immediate from 
< inf /IX, - till + inf 11X? - till = L11(~, ) +4~2). Q.E.D. rGR , E R 
3.2. LEMMA. Let p, ,..., pm E.P& We haw 
(~,R~(P,))‘~$N(~, H ... H~lni)<,~y/(/c,) 
where N(p) = max(IWp)I, Im@)l). 
Proof. The lower bound for N(p, EE I33 p,,,) follows immediately 
from the obvious inequalities 
No.(fx’dll(l))‘i2B(R2(11))12. 
For the upper bound we consider G the free group on m generators 
g,,..., g, and the subsets F, (1 <j < WI) consisting of words of the form 
g;,l g;; . . with j, #j, # .. ., j, = j, k, # 0. Let (A, cp) be the von Neumann 
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factor generated by the left regular representation of G and cp its trace. 
Further, let U, ,..., U, be the canonical unitaries generating A and let 
Xi~(~,)“, X,=X;” be such px,=p,. Then we have N(p,)= IlX,ll and 
zv(p, q *.. q pm)= [IX,+ ..* + X,,II. Let P, be the orthogonal projection 
of f2(G) onto 12(F,) c r2(G) and let < EI’(G) be the function t(g) = a,,. 
Since 
we have 
<x,L 5)=cpW,)=R,(~,)=0 
and 
(I- P,) X,(1- P,) = 0. 
Remark that j # k * P, Pk = 0 so that 
Hence we have 
pJxJ(z-pJ)( + Ii;, pIx,pJ~~ 
< 2 (;, R2b~))1’2 + ,T;& N(p~). Q.E.D. 
We pass now to the R-series of measures in 9’. The following lemma 
gives a characterization of the R-series of these measures, obtained as an 
easy consequence of the theory of the Nevanlinna-Pick problem (see, for 
instance, [ 1 ] ). 
3.3. LEMMA. L.er q(z) = x;co a,, , zn be a power series, The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(ii) cp is convergent for IzI c C, C> 0, ~(2) =cp(z) and there is 
C,>C’such thatfor any z1 ,..., Z,E{Z( (z(>C,, Imz20) and tL ,..., z;‘, 
we have 
c ZJ-Zk 
z -&+&z,-‘)-&,‘) 1SJ.kCm J 
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Proof. (i) * (ii). Let p E 9, let G(z) be the Cauchy transform of p, and 
consider as in Theorem 2.9 the series H(z) and K(z). Assume 
K(z) = z + cp(z-I). Since G(Z) = G(z) is convergent in some neighborhood 
of cc we clearly have that cp(Z) = cp(z) is convergent in some neighborhood 
of 0. Remark that 
Hence by the theory of the Nevanlinna-Pick problem we have 
for any [, ,..., i, with Im i, >O and 5 ,,..., <,,, E C. If C, is such that 
/;/oE;” c, T 1 mz>O}c {H(z)) ZEC, Imz>O) the inequality in (ii) 
(ii)*(i) Consider K(z)=z+ cp( l/z) and let H(z) be such that 
&H(z)) =z in some neighborhood of SG. By the theory of the Nevan- 
linna-Pick problem there exists a holomorphic function H, defined in the 
upper half plane such that 
Imz>O*ImH,(z)>O 
and which takes the same values as H in a neighborhood of K. This proves 
H, is actually the analytic continuous of H to the upper half place. Then 
G(z) = l/H(z) has the expansion at #UZ of the form 
G(z)=:--‘+g,r ?+ ... 
and since Im z > 0 * Im G(z) < 0, G(z) = G(z), and G(z) is holomorphic in 
some neighborhood of ‘xi, we infer that G is the Cauchy transform of a 
measure in 3. Q.E.D. 
The last topic in this section is certain uffine endomorphisms of (9, El!!). 
Consider first a formal power series ll/(z) = z + x,“=? a,z” and let 
q(z) = l/$(z) - l/z and q(z) be the series such that Ic/(q(z)) = z. Then with 
the notations of Theorem 2.9 the map at the level of G-series G + $1 G 
corresponds at the level of R-series, where R(z) = K(z ~ I)--z ’ to 
R + R 0 cp + q. If the coefftcients of the G-series are the moments of a ran- 
dom variable, then we have obtained an afhne endomorphism of the 
semigroup of distributions of random variables. 
Now let G be the Cauchy transform of some measure p E 9. Assume II, is 
holomorphic in some neighborhood of (C\ [w )u { 0 ) and moreover 
tw = m. W)=O, l)‘(O) = 1 
Imz>O*Im$(z)>O. 
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Then $0 G is also the Cauchy transform of a measure in 9, which we 
denote T(e) ,u. Indeed 
Imz>O=>Im(ll/oG)(z)<O 
(t,b 0 G)(Z) = I) 0 G)(z) 
and rj 0 G has the corresponding behaviour at co. Thus p + T($) p is an 
affme endomorphism of (9, W ); i.e., we have 
T($NP, q P*) EE T(IcI)(P,) 
= T(‘h)(P,) H T($NP2 @ IQ). 
Remark also that 
4 
This section is devoted to infinitely divisible measures with respect to 
F-convolution and to F-convolution semigroups. 
4.1. DEFINITION. A measure p ~9’ is called F-infinitely divisible if for 
every n E N there is p ,,,,, E 9 such that 
p=hn 83 ... q hrr 
n-summands 
4.2. LEMMA. Let cp be a holomorphic function in some neighborhood of 
(C\R)u (0) such that 
cpw = v(z) 
Imz>O=Imcp(z)>O. 
ProojI We shall prove that condition (ii) of Lemma 3.3 is satisfied. We 
choose C, large enough that cp may be defined for (zI < C;’ and 
sup l&(z)1 <;c:. 
IzI<c,-’ 
For z, ,..., Z,E {ZEC I Jzj >C,, Imz>O} we must prove that 
B= Z, - ?k 
t,-Zk+(P(Z,-‘)-(P(Z;‘) > 
2 0. 
’ S J.k c FW 
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Because of our choice of C, we have 
cp(z,-‘) - cp(Z;‘) 1 
<- 7 -7 
L, -k 2 
and hence 
B=P+ f @a... @@, 
k=l - k-times 
where P is the m x m matrix with all entries equal to 1, @ denotes the 
Hadamard product, and 
Since Im z > 0 = Im cp(z- ‘) < 0, by Nevanlinna-Pick we have 0 >, 0. Since 
the Hadamard product preserves positivity we infer B>O, the desired 
conclusion. Q.E.D. 
4.3. THEOREM. A series q(z) = C,“= 0 a,, + , z” is the R-series of an F- 
infinitely divisible measure in 9, if and only if cp is the Taylor series of a 
holomorphic function in some neighborhood of (Cl,, [w )v (0) such that 
Proof: The sufficiency of the condition follows from Lemma 4.2 applied 
to tcp (f>O). 
Concerning necessity, it is immediate that rp is holomorphic in some 
neighborhood of 0 and ~(5) = q(z), so what must be proved is that cp has 
an analytic continuation to @\Iw and that Im 2 > 0 * Im cp(:) s 0. 
Assume q is the R-series of an infinitely divisible measure in 8; then tq 
for positive rational t is also in %Y. Using the characterization of .%V in 
Lemma 3.3 and the density of Q in [w we infer ttp is the R-series of a 
measure p, E 5’ for every t 3 0, t E IX Clearly p0 = 6, and pI EE! p, = pI + ). 
Consider K(z, t)=z+ tcp(zp’), H(z, t) such that K(H(:, t)=: and 
G(Z) t)= l/H(;, t) so that G(z, t) is the Cauchy transform of p,. It will be 
convenient also to consider G(z) t) = G(ZY ‘, t). 
With these preliminaries settled, the rest of the proof, which is rather 
long, will be divided into three steps. 
Step 1. The series cp is the Taylor series of a holomorphic function in 
some neighborhood of (0,lw)u {Oi. 
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Since G(z, 1) is the Cauchy transform of ,u, , we infer that cp is analytic in 
some neighborhood of 0. Hence there is a neighborhood of o(j where ~(2, t) 
for 0 d t 6 1 are all univalent. 
Let a > 0 be such that supp pI c [ -a/2, a/3] and hence by Lemma 3.1, 
supp p, c [-a, a] for 0 < t 6 1. This implies 
1% t)l < ( -,?i<, b--4-’ . . 
or equivalently 
for 0 < c < 1. Hence the functions { G( ., t) I0 < I s I are uniformly bounded on 
compact subsets of o = (@\R) u (-a-‘, a-‘). Since G(., t) is the inverse of 
K( ., f) in some neighborhood of co, independent of 0 < t Q 1, it is easily 
seen that t --) G( ., t) is continuous when the G( ., t) are considered with the 
topology of uniform convergence in some neighborhood of 0. By the 
uniform boundedness on compact subsets of o we infer that t + G( *, t) is 
actually continuous for the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of w. For co E C\iR let r be the segment [0, co] and let Kc w be a 
compact convex neighborhood of ZY Then, given 6 > 0, there is E > 0 such 
that 
for [ , , <I E K and 0 < t < E. This gives 
IG(I,,t)-C(iz,t)-(i,--iz)l~~li,-i*l 
mi,, t) - mz, t)l2 (1 - 6) Ii, - i2l 
if CEK and O<~<E. For s<l,G(*,t) is univalent in K if O<t<.s. Let 
KI c k be another convex compact neighborhood of r and assume 
Then If?([, t) - [I < 6 for i E aK implies, in view of the fact that 
(if(=, t))(aK) is the boundary of (G(., t))(K), that (G(., ~))(K)=JK, for 
0 $ t < E. Hence for 0 < t < E, the inverse function of G( ., t) which in some 
neighborhood of 0 is 
1 Z 
zqz-‘, t) = 1 + t&z) 
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has an analytic continuation to some neighborhood of f. The point 
iO~ (C\lR) being arbitrary, we infer that cp has an analytic continuation to 
some neighborhood of (@\[w)u (0). 
An immediate consequence of Sep I is that I#(. , t ) is injectiue in some 
neighborhood of (@\lF!) u {co }. Indeed in some neighborhood of IX we have 
2 = H(z, t) + tcp 1 ( 1 - m t) 
and since q is defined in some neighborhood of (C\rW)u {O) and 
(H( ., t))(@\tR) c @\I%’ the equality will hold for z in some neighborhood of 
(C\Iw) u {cc }, implying the injectivity of H( ., t). 
We define Q, by 
I?,= (H(z, t) 1 ZEC, Imz>Ol. 
Clearly s2,c (2~02 1 Imz>O}. 
Step 2. We have 
~,=(;~Im;>O,Im(~+t~(~~‘))>O}. 
Since Imz>O-ImH(z,t)>O and 
we infer 
Q,c (2 1 Imz>O, Im(z+tcp(:-‘))>Oj. 
For the opposite inclusion we shall study the differential equation 
satisfied by H(z, t). 
For L’ in some neighborhood of DZ, which may be chosen in a uniform 
way provided t remains in some compact set, we have 
H(;+tcp(,-F’), t)=; 
and hence 
Replacing z by H(z, t), for each T> 0 there is a neighborhood I/, of c;c 
such that 
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for (z, t) E V,x [O, T]. As in Step 1, Lemma 3.1 implies that the supports 
of the pr are in some compact subset of Iw while 0 < t d T, which easily 
gives that the H( ., t) for 0 < t < T are uniformly bounded on compact sub- 
sets of C\W, which in turn easily gives the continuity of [0, T] E t + H( ., t), 
where the H(., t) are considered with the topology of uniform convergence 
on compact subsets of C\lw. The same conclusion then also holds for 
8H/az( ., t). We infer that in the equality 
- s ~~k1)6 &) ( 1 dt = H(z, t)-: z A, 
both terms are analytic for z E @\lR and hence its validity for z in some 
neighborhood of co implies its validity for (z, t) E (@\Iw) x [0, CD). This in 
turn implies the existence of aH/dt(z, t) for (z, t) E (C\lR) x [O, co) and we 
have 
~(z,t)cp &j 
z ( > A, 
+$(z, t)=O 
for (z, t)E (C\W) x [0, ‘cG). As is well known [4] for such quasi-linear 
equations H(z, t) is constant on the characteristics, i.e., on curves 
dz/dt = cp( l/H(z, t)) with z(t) E @\lw for 0 Q t < T and which therefore are 
straight lines. Thus H(z, t) is constant on { (zO + tcp(z;‘), t)(O < t G T} 
provided z,+ tcp(z;‘) does not cross the real line, i.e., provided 
Im(z,+ tcp(z,y’)) does not change its sign. So, if Im z0 > 0, 
Im(z, + tcp(z;‘)) > 0 then z0 = H(z,, 0) = H(z, + tcp(q’), t) and hence 
z0 E Q,, which concludes Step 2. 
Step 3. If cp is not a constant then n, ,,, Q, = 0. 
If z E C\rW, let T(z) = - Im rp(z -‘)/Im z so that 
Q,= {zE@\R 1 Imz>O, T(z)<t-‘). 
We have 
lim 1~1’ T(z) = lim 
Im cp(z ’ ) 
Im ,? -, z-72 z--x IrnZ#O 
= I.$o%p= ,$, 
Wdi) - cp(Re 0) 
Im [ 
= lim Im 
cp(Re[+iIm<)--(Rei) 
c-0 Im< Imi+O 
= lim Re cp’(Re i + ie([) Im c) = Re q’(O) = RZ(pl) > 0. 
C-0 O<O(<)< I 
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Hence there is C > 0 such that for z E C\ R with Iz( >, C we have 
2-l (ZI -2 R&p,) < z-(z) < 2 121 -2 R,(p, ). 
It follows that 
R,n(zEE@ ~,-~3C)c(;~Imz>O,(-I>(2-‘R,(~,)t)’~) 
Q,n {XC) 1,‘) >C}3 {;I Imz>O, I:J>(2RZ(p,)r)“). 
Since n, is connected and since for large t we have 
R, n {z E @ I JzI = C} = 0 we infer that for large I 
Q,c{z( Imz>O, ~~~>(2~‘R1(p,)f)“~ 
and hence firzO a, = 0, the desired conclusion. 
To see that Steps l-3 imply the assertion of the theorem, remark that by 
Steps 2 and 3, we have if cp is not a constant 
(zEC I Imz>O,Imcp(zz’)>O) c n sZ,=@, 
, 2. (I 
Hence Im i < 0 * Im cp(i) <O and since cp(c) = cp(c) we infer that 
Im i > 0 * Im cp(j) > 0 if cp is not a constant. Q.E.D. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 4.3 we actually studied F-con- 
volution semigroups. We shall briefly discuss some properties of these 
semigroups, mostly consequences of the preceding proof. 
Thus let [0, c~j)st-+p,~9 be an F-conaolution semigroup; i.e., 
P t+5 = pI q pees and pL, depends continuously on t when 9 is endowed wirh the 
weak topology. Using Lemma 3.1 it is easy to see that &‘p, = t,+%!~, and ,J?p, 
is characterized by the conditions in Theorem 4.3. If G(z, t) is the Cauchy 
transform of pI and cp(z)=&?~~(z), then G(z, t) satisfies the quasi-linear 
equation 
Odt<,x’, ZE@, Imz>O. 
Moreover G( ., t) is univalent in the upper half plane and H( ., t)( {z E C I 
Imz>O})=SZ,=zEC I Imz>O, Im(z+tcp(zz’))>O), where H(z,t)= 
l/G(z, f). 
Because H( ., t) is a conformal mapping one may derive regularity 
properties of pL, by studying the boundary of a,. Since we do not intend to 
make a detailed study of regularity properties of p, here, we shall only 
present, as an example, some regularity properties of pr for large 1. 
obtained in this way. 
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Assume the support of p, is not reduced to a single point. Then there is t, 
such that if t 2 t,, then pI is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure and its Radon-Nikodym derivative m, is continuous. Moreover there 
are A,, B, E Iw (t > to) such that 
(A,, B,)= {SER I m,(s)#O} 
and m, is real analytic in (A,, B,) and 
lim m,(a) 
A,= +Oo7 
lirn m,(a) 
-j,a- I “,;sS’B’= +Ocj. I 
Also 
lim (Jm,ll o. . t”’ = (R2(p,))‘12 .k. 
I-aj 
To see that this is indeed so, we begin by remarking that if JzJ and t are 
sufficiently large, then 
has precisely two solutions a,(t) (j= 1, 2) and we have a,(t) E Iw (j= 1, 2) 
and al(t).a2(t)<0. Indeed, with [=z-’ we have 
Our assertion follows from q’(C) = cp’o and q’(O) > 0. 
On the other hand if Izl is sufficiently large, then 
&+tsiz-wo. 
This is obvious from 
-g (z + tq(z-‘1) = ti3(2q’(i) + &f(i)). 
Next, assume z, E @, Im z, > 0 (n E N) are such that Im(z, + trp(z;‘)) = 0 
and lim,,, z,=aE[W; then if t is sufficiently large, we have 
aE {a,(t), az(f)}. Note that since Im(z,+ tcp(z;‘))=O and t is large, the 
proof of Step 3 implies z, is large. We have 
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= lim (z,,-~ Re q’(Re z,;’ + 8, Im z,;‘) n + <cc O<B,<l 
=c( -*q’(a-‘), 
which implies C(E {a,(t), cc,(t)}. 
Using these facts and the proof of Step 3 it is easy to see that 
yt= {ZEC 1 Im r>O.Im(r+tcp(~~L))=O) 
is a real analytic curve with limit points a,(r) and ar(r) and finite length. 
The boundary of Sz, equals yr u [cl,(t), + #xx ) u ( - ‘z, a?(t)] u ( ry3’ ), where 
a,(t) > 0, a*(t) < 0. This implies that G( ., t) will have a continuous exten- 
sion to [w such that {SE [w 1 Im G(s, r)#O} is an interval (A,, B,) and 
Im G(s, I) is real analytic for SE (A,, B,). But m,(s) = (l/n) Im G(s, t). 
which gives the desired result concerning the real analyticity for m,. 
The assertion concerning the behavior of m, at A, and B, is a con- 
sequence of 
~~z+lcp(z-I)) I;+ =0 z and 
The limit of llrnrll ilc . t “* is immediate from the proof of Step 3. 
As a final remark, concerning the connection between the semigroup 
(PL,),$O with Wp, = cp and the complex conservation law 
let us point out that if G(z, 0) is the Cauchy transform of 11 EB then G(z. t) 
for t 2 0 will be the Cauchy transform of v q pr. 
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